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A BSTR A CT

Xhb study set out to investigate the influence o f social networks identity change on online 

communication. The target population was to be teenagers who mainly school in private Schools of 

Westland.-. District ol‘Nairobi. I he initial assumption of the researcher was that the teenagers are highly 

involved in online identity change. The choice of teenagers who school in private schools West lands 

District West lands was equally based on the assumption tlul the living standards of this group offers them 

an opportunity to have the required gadgets for online communication. I he study was to find out the 

types of online identity choices these teenager make, the reasons behind these choices of identity and 

finally to find out if the type of online identity choice influences online communication.

The ex post facto research design was used in live study. Questionnaires, interviews and hocused (iroup 

discussion were the main means of data collection. Purposive sampling was used where three private 

schools in Wesllands District were identified. Having collected the data, the authenticity o f the same was 

verified after which the data was analysed through descriptive data analysis. Responses to open ended 

questions were coded after which content analysis was done.

from the data analysis, it was confirmed tlut online identity type influences online communication 

People tended to be willing to communicate more with online contacts that they could identify. I hose 

who kept changing online identities had few people willing to talk to them while those who were 

anonymous equally received minimal communication. Interestingly, those who have dunged their online 

identities were deemed to be doing a lot of online communication. Another interesting bit was that most 

online users knew less than a half of their online friends.

From the findings the key recommendation nude was that the power o! online communication cannot be 

wished away and the authority figures should play more active role in guiding the teenagers on effective 

usage of SNSs rather than castigate them. Hqually. due to their future of interactivity, wonderful teaching 

methods could be designed to make them more fruitful.

Another study could be carried out in other locations, or using another age group or even another social 

networking site to find out if these findings could be replicated.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of (lie Study
In the recent past, cyberspace has turned into a populated cyber-placc. Social network 

sites such as Faetbook, Twitter and MyS/uu e have millions o f  users who incorporate 

these sites into their daily lives, checking their profile multiple times a day. I hese 

social network sites comprise individuals whose social networks constitute social 

communities. (Boyd and Ellison, 2007).

Knlcring cyberspace concerns issues o f  identity and identification l-'rista, (2008) for 

example argues tiut AfySpace and Facebook enable individuals to play an active rule 

in the socialization process and in constructing their own identity. I he possibility to 

participate in online communities anonymously may case the entrance to digital world. 

Some participants, however, may dislike anonymous people and they, instead gravitate 

towards digitally eponymous (identified) people. (Jakala and Berki. 2010). To some 

extent, identity, both in real life ami cyber life can be seen as composed o f  similar 

qualities. Notwithstanding are questions o f  security, safety and trust worthiness which 

are often associated with cyber-participants and their identities. In real life, however, 

identities are not often questioned, authenticated or even doubted. The issue o f one's 

identity that is shared by others in social networks is therefore o f  prime importance.

Tire issue o f  identity choice, it is perhaps imperative to note, has been compounded by 

the ease o f  access to these social network sites. 1 he proliferation o f portable hand 

gadgets like cell phones that can access internet, the spread o f  internet cyber cafes and 

the faster bridging o f  digital divide ull have conspired to hasten opening o f  social 

accounts and inviting as many online friends as is practically possible. Once one is 

hooked as a friend, a lot o f  personal information nnd online communication both 

personal and from friends is publically shared. It therefore follows that access to or 

tracking o f  anyone's online communication has been made easier
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Although most people arc members o f  many different groups, only some o f  these 

groups arc meaningful in terms o f  how we define ourselves. In these cases, our self 

definition is shared with other people who also claim that categorical membership To 

share social identities with others does not necessarily mean that we know or interact 

with every other member o f the designated category. It does mean, however, that we 

believe that we share numerous features w ith other members o f  the category and that, 

to some degree; events that arc relevant to the group as a whole also have significance 

to the individual member.

While communicating with the aid o f  technology, the management o f  self presentation 

has totally new expression tools. People can have multiple simultaneous ro les each o f  

which is actualiscd within certain communities. Papadimitriou, (2003) These roles 

can totally ditlcr from each other. One person can also participate in the same event 

with several parallel identities. (Turkic. 1997). Nowadays, this seems to be the most 

often used identity in the cyberspace. However, that might also be the reason why 

some people do not consider virtual communities as a space for real interaction. It is 

viewed as loaded with mistrust since the source o f communication cannot always he 

verified. It is on this background that Jakala and Berki. (2010) coined five different 

terms to  try and capture the different types o f  identities (hut are exhibited in social 

network sites. I he coined terms for various identities arc nonymily. anonymity, 

eponymity. pscudonymity. and polynvmity.

Hearing in mind these coined SNSs terms and w ith toll appreciation o f the existence 

o f  the various identities; informed by the numerous challenges experienced in Social 

network communication (like cyber crime, spying, identity theft), this study ventures 

into determining the teenagers’ reasons behind SNSs identity choice and/or change. 

Despite existence o f  previous studies in SNS communication, the area behind SNS 

identity choice and/or change (particularly among teenagers in Nairobi) and its 

influence on communication seems to still beg for more
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1.2 Problem Statement
The rapid adoption o f  online communication by teenagers around the work! is 

something that draws a lot o f  curiosity. Nairobi's teenagers have not been left behind. 

A significant aspect o f  online community is changing o f  online identity. Inhabitants o f 

virtual communities might creutc an alternative identity for themselves that they use 

exclusively online, or several identities to he used during different online lora or 

simultaneously within one forum. Mow teenagers engage through SNSs today 

provides long-lasting insights into identity formation, status negotiation, and peer-to- 

peer sociality. (Boyd 2007). This begs for some important questions. Why do 

teenagers Hock to these sites? Which type o f  identity choices do they make? What arc 

they expressing on them? I low do these sites fit into their lives? Arc these online 

activities like facc-to-facc friendships or arc they different or complimentary? How do 

their choices o f  identities afl'cet their membership and participation?

It is becoming increasingly clear tlu t one way o f using social technology is to self- 

inanagc identity either personal or shared identity o f  a certain group. It is important 

to note that different contexts, contacts and content o f  online interaction may demand 

different self presentations masks. Management o f  sell identity takes place when 

people enter c-spaees. By picking up username, nickname or aliases and selecting or 

creating personal information that one may want to share with others, one 

simultaneously decides how he or she wishes to he perceived by other members o f  the 

community they arc entering. I his also emphasises the relationship between 

community and identity. (Jakala and Berki. 2004)

Despite the presence of studies that have recently examined SNS. there continues to be 

a gap in our understanding o f  why teenagers gravitate towards online identity 

changes This paper therefore seeks to address the research vacuum at least in the 

region o f  study- on the influence o f  SN identity change on online communication 

among the teenagers.
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Answers to this research question arc expected to help us belter understand why young 

adults have this interesting behaviour. A review o f  literature reveals that not much 

study has been carries! out to establish the influence o f  SN identity change on 

communication. I his study sets out to fill in this gup.

1.3 Purpose of the Study

Since most o f  the current discussion focuses on the content o f  what is being discussed, 

this paper intends to divert the attention to the choice o f  identity o f  the individual that 

discusses the subject. The paper set out to interrogate the idea behind the choice of 

online identities adopted by a cross-section o f  the youth (ages 14-1K in Nairobi) 

particularly in Facebook and study reasons and events that trigger the choices o f  these 

identities. It also investigated how these changes o f  online identities affect 

interpersonal online communication and participation. In a nutshell, the study explored 

the intent and tire content behind the youths' choice o f  online identity. The formation 

o f  alternative online identity and real identity detachment was the principle concern 

and is explored in the subsequent matter.

1.4 Objectives of the Study
L To explore the types o f  online SN identities adopted by the teenagers.

ii. To investigate why teenagers pick certain SN identities.

iii. To establish the influence o f  online SNS identity on the type o f  online communication.

1.5 Research Questions
i. Which types o f online identities do teenagers choose for their online communication?

ii. What arc some o f  the reuwms that trigger their quest to pick certain online SN 

identities?

iii. IX>cs the SNI taken influence the nature o f  communication?
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1.6 S ig n if ic a n c e  o f  (h e  S tu d y

Identity, whether personal or corporate, is increasing!) gaining a sharp focus People 

perceive one through the image one portrays. Respect or discrimination for an 

individual (that is personal capital) or corporate profit gains increasing!) depend on 

external perception. Similarly, low individual or low corporate status also depend on 

the level o f  esteem that they arc lield. Identity management and ways o f  effective 

identity management therefore become inescapable issues o f  concern in ihc current 

world. Whether one chooses to massage their (group) identity or to discriminate 

against the rival and bring in issues o f  prejudice against another (group) to bolster 

their image may not be w ithin the province o f  this study. Why? Whichever the case, 

one o f  the principle drives here (especially related to the teenagers) could he to create 

a superior identity; to have a competitive edge over the rest; and that is what is 

important.

Cyberspace identities in particular have heavy positive and negative consequences that 

highly influence online communication but remain largely unnoticed. There is need in 

investigate this phenomena since online presence compromises the privacy o f 

interaction An improved understanding o f  the relationships between online identity 

building, online identity types, and e-activities could contribute to the design o f  c- 

spaccs. where people’s activation and participation increases l o r  instance, this new 

information might lead towards the design o f  e-learning communities that could 

increase learners' participation in the e-learning process. Similarly, this new 

knowledge could contribute to open new ways for social inclusion by overcoming 

biases and digital divides.

(iuided by the hypothesis o f  Social Identity Theory, tor instance, which poses that ihc 

group members o f  an in-group w ill seek to lind negative aspects of an out-group to 

enhance their image, identity could lead to evils like prejudice. This prejudice is what 

in its extreme forms has led to tribalism and iribal (read political) wars like in Kenya 

2007. Rwanda's Hutus and Tulses genocide IW 4. Yugoslavia's war between Bosnians 

and Serbs and German’s against the Jews
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Without doubt, the type o f  identity one opts for affects trustworthiness, credibility, and 

security o f  e-transactions and e-intcractions. (Jakala and Bcrki, 2004). Extensive 

research on such a subject would be beneficial in discovering the capabilities o f  an 

individual who uses alternative identities and the severity to which they abuse that 

alternative identity. By discovering the severity o f individuals abusing multiple 

identity formation in online mediated communication, more research will be 

conducted on how social network sites contribute to alternative identity formation.

I his study could be o f  great value to  marketers as it has outlined how teens internet in 

sites such as Face hook thus offering valuable insights mto the online behaviour o f 

teens. In particular, it has unmasked the preferred identities types in various occasions 

and how the teens arc likely to respond to each type o f  identity that confronts them. 

This opens gateways to marketers as it informs them on the type o f  identity that can be 

used to reach the teens hence serving to enhance marketers' understanding o f  the 

lucrative teen segment. In their study. Boyd and Ellison (2008) lud indicated that SNS 

provide an opportunity for users to articulate and make visible their social 

connections.

The identity choke o f  a marketer - i f  appealing- could be used Co rally teenagers 

behind a product through "likes" which in turn helps in marketing even hy word of 

mouth This is a view that Dunne ct al (2010) held when they said that 'Not only can 

SNS provide tweens with an avenue lor experimenting with their social identity, but 

through brand befriending, it can also provide tweens with an opportunity to develop 

their commercial identity.'

1.7 The Hypothesis of the Study

Bearing in mind that the proponents o f  Uses ami Gratification Theory Blunder and 

Kat/ ( 1V74) hypothesise that individuals use media to fulfil their various needs, it can 

lie advanced that the teenagers in West lands District in Nairobi flock the SNSs w ith 

different identities to satisfy their cognitive and affective needs. These needs involve 

personal needs and entertainment needs. These needs could include needs to personal
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identity, escape from reality, and se lf presentation. Chances are that the teenagers 

could group into these sites since they believe that they will help serve their objectives 

o f  socialising with other people. Ihe presence o f  several functions o f  SNSs like 

modifiable profile, photo album, ability to share music and video files make them 

particularly attractive to Ihe users.

Rut why change the SNSs identity? One may ask lo  answer this important question, 

allow me to invite and invoke Henri la jfc l's  Sociai Identity Theory into the 

discussion

Social Identity Theory hints to  us that these teenagers could be joining SNSs with 

different identities so as to enhance their social status; to have a sense o f pride and self 

esteem; group(s') membership helping play this pivotal role. I lirough the power o f  its 

facilities and abilities to create a  new online identity, a new online group, and a new 

online community, websites and SNSs empower these teenagers lo modify their 

identities, jo in  or opt out o f  groups according lo the group's social capital which by 

extension rub onto the individual m em ber's social capital giving them high or low self 

esteem as the case may be.

I rom the above, it might be presumed that the holders o f  hidden identities are rather 

casual not just with their communication but also with their group membership. 

Popularity o f hidden identities warrant a wide latitude lor the topics o f  discussion and 

the would be consequences, a rather rare privilege with real identities.

From the above, the hypotheses ot the study arc 

i I ecnagers use different online identities to satisfy their cognitive and affective 

needs.

ii. Ihcsc alternative identities arc aimed at gaining some social capital through 

freedom o f communication
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1.8 The Assumptions of the Study
The Researcher assumed that

a. The teenagers in Wcstlands District in Nairobi utilise Social media 

b Teenagers in this region arc active in using SNS like Faetbouk

c. Teenagers are aware and can articulate their reasons for changing their 

online identities.

d. That I Ik- same target population would he willing to  participate in the 

study and answer the questions honestly and clearly.

1.9 Limitation of the Study
The study aims at investigating the types o f  social networking identity adopted by 

teenagers and the influence o f these identities on their communication. The major 

limitation here was that just like a personal diary, social networking sites have highly 

been regarded private hence the owners were highly guarded in free access to them 

However, it was possible to get a lew thut allowed some access to their sites just like it 

was possible to befriend a few and get to know their identities as well as evaluate their 

communication.

1.10 Delimitation of the Study
While it was the principle purpose o f this paper to study the types o f  identities adopted 

by the youth and their influence on communication, it was neither the purpose o f  this 

paper to study the pitfalls and limitations o f  each choice o f  identity nor to demonise 

the social network sites. Secondly, in examining the practices o f  teenagers in social 

network sites, the study focused purely on Facebook. Although the study touclied on 

other social networking sites, which were duly referenced us appropriate, the ease 

study o f  this paper was primarily trained on Facebook. It ts true that there are many 

social networking sites that facilitate communication hut Facehook was ideal because 

o f  its popularity with teenagers which ofTcrcd critical insight into their participation 

patterns that do and will exist on other sites that eater for this age-group.
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Studies carried out by Dc Rosa ct al found that 61% o f  college students using social 

networking sites use .1 iyspoce and from another sample 94% use Facebook, (Boyd 

2006) .

1.11 Definition of Significant Terms
V irtual Com m unity: A community that is found ami supported by online

networking

Social Networking Identity: The mime that a Social Community inhabitant is 

identified with in virtual community.

Social Identity C hange: Manipulation o f one's real identity and adoption o f  a 

new social networking identity.

Teens: Thirteen to nineteen year old people.

Tweens: One who is not a child ami not a teenager. Around 9-12 years o f  age.

B randing: A person's creation o f  a new personal social image.

Fun page: A social networking sites that brings a group o f  people together lor 

lea sure and pleasure o f  communication

N etuens: Members o f  the Social Networking Community.

9



1.12 Theoretical Framework

1.12.1 Uses and Gratification Theory
A casual logging into and exploration o f  various SNSs like Fact’hook would easily 

reveal thut SNSs are over populated with teenagers Curiously, identity cliange is a 

common phenomenon. Ihc reasons behind teenagers flocking into these sites with 

alternative identities could well be explained by Uses and ( /ratification Theory 

(Blunder and Katz. 1974).

I lie uses and gratification theory is best suited in revealing the motivations behind 

these desires and also the tactics employed b> members to fulfill their needs and 

wants. The uses and gratification perspective proposes that individuals use media to 

fulfill their various needs Blunder and Katz. (1974). I hc underlying principle o f  the 

perspective is that people will choose media according to their expectations and their 

drive to attain a gratily ing experience. 1 he perspective assumes that people are active 

consumers o f  media Katz et al.. (1974) and they make choices about where to go and 

vvliat to pay attention to. This assumption o f  an active audience seems particularly well 

suited to studying a medium designed for active use and known for its interactivity. 

(Morris and Ogan, 1996; Stafford and Stafford. 1998) Indeed, teenagers and 

especially those in Nairobi's West lands District appear to flock into Face book with 

hidden identities to gratify a certain thirst.

Uses and gratifications research has typically focused on how media is used to satisfy 

cognitive and affective needs involving personal needs and entertainment needs 

(Rubin. 2002). These include the need for personal identity, escape, and self- 

presentation. In short, an indiv idual will be motivated to use the SNSs if he or she 

believes it will help serve his or her objectives to socialize with other people. The 

presences o f  several functions o f  SNSs make them particularly attractive to users. 

Ihcsc include walls, bkigs. bulletins, profiles, and photo albums. Ihc issues o f  

security, social capitul and belonging amongst others inject in the cautionary approach
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SN'S provide members with an easy and convenient medium for communicating with 

family, friends, and others. Additionally, individual users' needs and wants can be 

fulfilled constantly and instantaneously. SNSs like Facebook enable individuals to 

play an active role in the socialization process and in constructing their own identity 

For example, individuals can develop their own home page to include their favourite 

music, television shows, and photos. Being able to share these with a group o f  friends 

certainly raises ones* social capital.

This theory best tit this research because the respondents were to fill in questionnaires 

that attempted to find out the reasons behind changed SNSs online identity change.

However, this use o f  retrospective 'self-reports' had some limitations. Some o f  these 

'Facebookers‘ did not know why they chose Facebtutk. Others were not able to 

explain fully. Some simply offered reasons which they had heard others mention.

In issues o f  social networking and identity, uses and gratification theory is still useful, 

the above criticism notwithstanding. SNS, as already said, provide members with an 

easy and convenient medium for communicating with family, friends, and others. 

Additionally, individual users' needs and wants can be fulfilled constantly and 

instantaneously In the past, people have used u combination o f  facc-to-facc human 

interaction as well as mass media such as television, radio, and movies to fulfill these 

needs and wants. Often, these gratifications were delayed due to factors including 

inaccessibility, unresponsiveness, programming and scheduling. In contrast. SNS are 

different from these other forms o f  mass media due to the fact that they empower 

individuals to play an active role in sending messages to others in their v>cial network. 

Moreover, this active role is revolutionary insofar as it changes the traditional model 

o f moss media effects. In the new model, individualscan he instantly gratified by their 

use o f  SNS through both mediated social contact and through selective and on-demand 

access to other media content provided as part o f  SNS serv ices.
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1.11.2 Social Identity Theory
Apart from Uses and (tonification theon by Hlumlcr and Kat/ (1074) another theory 

that can help propel this study further is Henri la jlc l 's  Social Identity theory. It is 

argued that llenri fa jfc l's  greatest contribution to psychology was social identity 

theory. Social identity theory according to Tajfel is a person's scasc o f  vs ho they arc 

based on their group membership^).

Social Identity Theory w as developed by Tajfel and Turner in 1979. I he theory was 

originally developed to understand the psychological basis o f  intergroup 

discrimination, a common phenomenon among teenagers. Tajfel ct al (1971) 

attempted to identify the minimal conditions that would lead members o f  one group to 

discriminate in favour o f  the in-group to which they belonged and against another out

group.

Groups which people belong to like social class, family, football team and many more, 

arc seen as an important source o f pride and self esteem. Our groups give us a sense of 

social identity: a sense o f belonging to the social world, lo  enhance our self image, we 

enhance the status o f  our group. Our image can also increase by discriminating or by 

prejudice against the out-group, the group to which we do not belong. I'his lead* to a 

bipolar world for teenagers: "them" and “us". A case that McLeod (2008) relers to as 

social categorization; an in-group (us) and an out-group (them), where people are put 

in social groups.

1.12.2.1 Core Assumptions of the T heory

In the Social Identity Theory, a person has not one. "personal self", but rather several 

selves that correspond to widening circles o f  group membership. Different social 

contexts may trigger an individual to think, feel and act on basis o f  his personal, 

family or national “ level o f  se lf’ (Turner et al. 1987). Apart from the “ level o f  s e lf ,  

nn individual has multiple “social identities". Social identity is the individual's self- 

concept derived from perceived membership o f  social groups (Hogg & Vaughan.
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2(K>2). In oilier words, it is an individual-based perception o f  what defines the "us” 

associated with any intcrnuli/cd group membership. This can be distinguislicd from 

the notion o f personal identity which refers to  self-knowledge that derives from the 

individual's unique attributes.

Social Identity Theory asserts that group membership creates in-group/ self- 

categorization and enhancement in ways that favor the in-group at the expense o f the 

out-group. The examples (minimal group studies) o f Turner and I'ajfel (1986) showed 

that the mere act o f  individuals categorizing themselves as group members was 

Sufficient to lead them to display in-group favouritism. After being categorized o f  a 

group membership, individuals seek to achieve positive self-esteem by positively 

differentiating their in-group from a comparison out-group on some valued dimension. 

T his quest for positive distinctiveness means that people's sense o f  who they arc is 

defined in terms o f ’w e' rather than T .

Individuals ure likely to display favouritism when an in-group is central to their self- 

definition and a given comparison is meaningful or tlie outcome is contestable. Henri 

I’ajfel concludes that stereotyping (that is putting people into groups and categories) is 

based on a normal cognitive process: the tendency to group things together. In doing 

so. we tend to exaggerate.

1.13 Conceptual f ramework

I he conceptual framework strived to draw a link between teenager's choice o f identity 

und its influence on communication. The focus here was on to what extent the choice 

o f online identity ullccts the teenagers' communication.
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Figure I Conceptual Framework

•  I n c r e a s e d •  F o r m a l
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p a r t i c i p a t i o n in f o r m a t io n

•  U n r e l i a b l e  in f o r m a t io n
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Figure II Conceptual Framework
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2.0 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
I his literature review discusses the general concept o f identity. It then makes a step 

down to focus on some o f  the reasons that inform the choice o f  SNS identities and the 

activities in these sites. A lter that, it narrows down to the main area o f  study. SNSs 

identity change. The final part is a summary o f  the literature review

2.2 The Concept of Identity
The concept o f  identity has a long history -  as long as human beings have been using 

different types o f  masks (both material ami abstract) to cover their faces and identity. 

(W isniew ski and Coyne. 2(K)2). Identity has been defined as the combination o f  

essential qualities, which characterise and differentiate a person from others, that is the 

continuum between sameness and differentiation. (J aka la and Herki. 2010). Identity 

has also been defined as a sense o f  integration o f sell in which different aspects come 

together in a unified whole. (Dcux2001).

"Identity" is a term tlu t is w idcly used and. as a consequence, can mean many 

different things to different people. Identity according to Dcaux. (2001) may refer to a 

sense o f  integration o f  the self, in which different aspects come together in a unified 

whole

In another ease. Stets and Burke. (2000) argue that there exists a very thin line 

between identity theory ansi social identity theory which may in the near future cease 

to exist. Identity theory, which is the core o f  an identity, is the categorization o f  the 

sell as an occupant o f  a role and the incorporation into self, o f  the meaning and 

expectation associated with that role and its performance. (Burke ami Tully 1977; 

Thoits. 1986). Ihcsc are the expectations tlu t guide behaviour. (Burke. 1991; Burke 

and Rcit/cs. 1981). On the other hand, in social identity theory, a social identity is a 

person's knowledge that he or she belongs to a social category or a group. A social 

group is a set o f  individuals who hold a common social identification or view 

themselves as members o f  the same social category .(Hogg and Abrams. 1988). Social
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identity has also been viewed ns an individual's self-concept derived from perceived 

membership o f  social groups (Hogg & Vaughan. 2U<)2). In other words, it is an 

individual-based perception o f what defines the “us" associated with any internalized 

group membership This can be distinguished from the notion o f personal identity 

which refers to self-knowledge that derives from the individual's unique attributes. 

Although there is a thin line between social identity and identity theory, that is. the 

basis o f  self classification is different in the two theories (groups or categories versus 

role), theorists in both traditions recognize that individuals view themselves in terms 

o f  meaning imparted by a structured society, (McCall and Simmons, 1978. Stryker. 

1980: Turner ct al. 1987)

2.3 Social Network Identity Choice
Social Network Sites such as Myspacc and Facebook have millions o f  users who 

incorporate these sites into their daily lives, checking their profile multiple times a 

day. I hese social network sites arc comprised o f  individuals whose social networks 

constitute social communities. (Boyd and Ellison, 2007). With the volume o f the users 

and frequency o f the usage among the users, there are inevitable consequences.

I hose with an interest in how popular engagement with digital techno kigics generates 

new socio-cultural practices, so argues Guy Merchant (2012). cannot fail to ignore the 

rapid absorption o f  online social netw orking into the daily lives o f  friends, families, 

und fellow professionals. Despite the presence o f significant numbers who do not 

engage in Facehook and the like, even the ’refuseniks.' Willct (2009) arc aware, at 

least m general terms, o f  what thev are opting out o f  and why.

The term Social Network sites (SNSs). Guy Merchant (2012) says is used to describe 

the social platform and to distinguish them from other forms o f  techno-sociahility: 

Facebook, My space. Twiner. Flickr. Be bo and (Jangle + being the most popular. SNSs 

greatest strength is in the way they support public displays o f  friendship and
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connection Boyd and Hlison (2008) tic their definition o f  SNSs to three core 

characteristics which may determine social identity formation. These are that:

• Individual users or members construct a public or semi-public profile on the 

site

• Userx/members create and list connections with others (friends, followers or 

buddies)

• Users/members traverse the site through their own and others’ fricndlists.

I rom the above, it can be said ihai the type o f  social networking one engages in 

determines the choice o f  one's social identity.

Hngestrom (2U07) argues that it rs useful to  distinguish those social environments 

specifically designed to promote social interactions and friendship (c.g. Facebook) and 

those that support social networking around u specific activity (e.g. t.inkedln and 

Flickr)

Recent studies show llul the degree o f  success and functionality o f  virtual 

communities is incorporated and built through trustworthy group interaction. (Werry 

and Mowbray. 2001), The rise o f  social software technologies und online social 

networks impose new challenges for law. security and trust, identity and interaction. 

(Kollock. 1009; Kimppa, 2007; Berki et al. 2007). The challenges go sometimes as far 

as to raise questions related to democracy and citizens' degree ol participation in 

private or public virtual communities (Wilhelm, 2000). I lie existence o f  cybcr-places 

also challenges the definition o f membership since within the digital worlds; 

inclusivity and exclusivity have totally new semantics or terms o f  definitions with 

different applications and tools to facilitate membership management (Berki and 

Jakala. 2010)

Participation in virtual communities shows a range o f  diverse interests, different roles 

and different tasks. Leisure time and hobbies have also become net-based which 

increases the use o f  different c-spaccs during and after work hours. Studies by 

harnshaw et al.. (2001): Kisiclniki. (2002); Werry and Mowbray (2001) concentrate
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on commercial exploitation o f  leisure and use o f  internet as a means o f  controlling 

personal and collective identity, (Wallace, 1999; Jakala and Berki, 2004)0thcr studies 

regarding motivations for Internet usage point to image building amongst others being 

u drive (Ho Cbo. 2007).

As earlier said identity in cyberspace is not and sometimes cannot be a constant 

attribute o f  someone's online presence It is a rather fluid concept which evolves 

during the time, enriched or simplified according to the communication needs o f the 

cyber surfer. Again, different social contexts may trigger an individual to think, feel 

and act on basis o f  his personal, family or national "level o f  self,” (Turner ct al. 1987). 

Apart from the "level o f  s e l f a n  individual may have multiple social identities It is. 

however, important to note that not all members o f  social network community have 

multiple identities. Often times, social and mass media dissolves social boundaries 

related to time and space, cyber-communities und social software seem to also 

dissolve the boundaries o f  identity. This in turn, questions tlie trust, privacy and 

confidentiality o f  interaction. (Berki and Jakula2()IO).

Understanding cyberspace requires exploring the meaning o f  individual and group 

(collective) identities, in particular, how they arc built, and how they afreet interaction 

and participation. (Renmngcr and Shumar. 2002; Gcorgiadou et al.. 2004). Arguably, 

the identity shared by cyber-societies participants shoukl be empowering to facilitate 

participation und support communication. Curiously though, as my argument scents to 

lean towards technology enhancing or determining communication. Guy Merchant 

(2012) posits ihal technology may make new connections possible, hut there is little 

evidence that it actually determines them.
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2.4 Activities in Social Network Sites (SNSs)

2.4.1 Teens and Branding

According to an adapted study by a sociologist Schwab (2012) entitled Pew Internet; 

Terns and Social Nehtvrks teens an: increasingly turning to  SNSs to follow artists and 

pop culture icons, take part in (or create) mcmcs and trends, and express their 

innermost thoughts. More and more, teens are also using SNSs as a way to  escape 

then parents' prying eyes, it seems many teens are keeping their accounts private, 

away from their parents and sometimes also from those who might bully them online. 

SNSs also allow for anonymity, so teens can take on new (or multiple) personalities, 

ami further isolate themselves from parents or unwanted peers.

In one interesting Pew study, statistic show tlial teens use o f  digital media is growing 

overall; X()% o f middle class and above teens use online SNSs accounts.

For teenagers, SNSs are outlet for stress, gossip, and chatter. It however becomes 

more than refreshing if your trendy topic gets mentioned by a celebrity or teen idol, 

your popularity is sure to rise. SNSs arc slow ly but surely becoming digital autograph 

book.

I lie follow ing include but not limited to some o f  the things that teens do in order to 

have an edge over the rest and become a brand:

1. Have a voice. Increasingly, friends are looking for peer brands who arc 

interesting, human and personable. Building a brand voice that is clever, 

creative and sustainable will appeal to teenagers.

2. Be conversational. Constant presence and replies to regular posts, jum ping in 

to existing conversations and creating your own is extremely exciting to  this 

age group. Ask questions. Ask for advice and input l.ook for questions to 

answer. And make it uhout everything h it yourself. I f  you do conversation 

well, you'll gel plenty o f  followers and friends and as a result heroic status and 

love.
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3. I.cairn w hat’s  cool. Bui don’t overdo it. In order to win over this group, wc 

have to figure it out. Enlist appropriatel>-aged kids, cousins and neighbors lo 

throw concepts hi and get feedback. Be careful not to go too far. or you could 

see a backlash.

4. M ake them  feel special. Teens don’t want to just be another follower, they 

want to he followed and recogni/ed.

5. Be real. Teens have their alert on. and they’re becoming increasingly savvy 

consumers, s/he that seeks their attention must not assume s/he cun pull 

anything over on them. One has to appear honest, transparent and open with 

them and they'll show you their power to rally friends (ami frcncmics) to your 

cause.

Many teens found an early home in Faccbook. a place where they could keep up with 

friends and share photos, stories, and just generally “hang out”  together.

Not in Ihc distant past, when cell phones were just getting popular, few teens could be 

seen anywhere without a cell phone glued to their ear. It was their constant travel 

companion, and still is but for a slightly different reason. Teens discovered texting 

as a way to engage, keep in touch, and cliat back and forth with each other, but the cell 

phone has now shilled from their car to their hands, as they ‘let their Ungers do the 

walking" over the text keyboard.

Geoffrey Gray heal, a Phi) student and journulism instructor in the Grady College ut 

the University o f  Gcorgiain in a debate about social branding today advises that as 

soon as one begins to use social media one should he conscientious o f  how his or her 

actions on those sites and others one communicates with contribute to your overall 

digital identity. With this awareness, the next step, o f  course, is to actively manage 

your social identity and to begin to shape your social brand

According to Graybcat (2012), teen branding among children start early enough. At 

times, children as young as eleven start building their personal brand on social sites. 

W hatever the age group, if one is actively using social media sites then one generally
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starts to get concerned about developing her socinl brand O f  course, developing a 

specific niche or areas o f  interest, even at a young age. work best in developing your 

brand.

Just as lcchnok>gics evolve, our personal brands may as well change as we change and 

evolve new exciting and sophisticated brands. The biggest challenge is to either 

integrate the different social media presences to a unified brand presence and/or to use 

the different social media outlets accordingly.

With these entire craze, teenagers slowly come to leant that social media is affecting 

branding and particularly that o f  younger, naive and vulnerable audiences.

Amongst the effects include the fact that social media knows no boundaries or age 

limits for the potential to breakout among the masses. Young people have become 

overnight sensations,

To this age group however, the good news is that they can get a message out. brand 

themselves as experts in u particular topic they arc passionate about or convey their 

talents to the masses. The downside, and the danger though, is that one mistake or 

social media misstep can irreparably harm their social brand

Source: Stephanie Schwab March 28. 2012 Stephanie Schwab, 
rti'socialologist. A Iso w ww.socialmediaschoolny.com. 
www.digitalfamilysummit com and www.hashahle.com

Geollrey Gray beat. February 2 8 .20l2 .is a PhD student and journalism 
instructor in the Cirady College at the University o f  Georgia. Source: 
WordPress.com.
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2.4.2 A Related Study
An interesting study by McKenna and Hargh (2006) set out to observe social activities 

among members o f  a virtual newsgroup, their response to  survival in this virtual 

medium and consequent identity morphology. An important question they asked was 

why do people create multiple identities? The response was that in many eases it is an 

individual's attempt to create a virtual personality that others accept. In the original 

model o f  Social identity Theory , l ajfel explained that the propellant for an individual 

identifying w ith a social group was live emotional fulfilment it brought by just in itself 

identifying with that particular social group (McKenna and Hargh. 2006) Real life 

situation offers no options for identity modification hut the virtual world present an 

array o f  options that oik can exploit in his quest to construct another identity for a 

person who does not receive emotional fulfilment from their real-life identities. 

Benkler (2006) adds that networked individuals arc able to  ‘reorganise their social 

relations in ways that lit them better' and ‘loosen bonds that are too hierarchical and 

stifling or till tn the gaps where 'their real world relations seem lacking,’ Gergen 

(2003) refers to it simply as the ‘floating world ' Dye (2007) pointed out that this new 

medium has created a new generation o f individuals whose identities arc defined by 

their connections and the content they produce online.

Barney (2004) argues tlu t the basis o f  online relationship is primarily shared personal 

interests rather than some form o f  obligation As a result o f  users, networked 

individualism and choice o f  social encounters, there is creation o f  multiple identities: 

oik  that satisfies the real world and one or others tlu t satisfy the virtual community as 

determined by their social network site. Given this choice, users are creating their own 

world in which different personal identities are displayed or more so choosing the 

personal identity that is perceived more socially advantageous over the other. Fiber 

slates that in many cases the change o f  identity is an individual's attempt to create a 

virtual personality that others accept and that a decrease in social capital lias iIk  

potential for an individual to create an alternative identity given a virtual community 

setting. In one study for example, a person continued to he a group member only when
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it added affirmative characteristics, such as power, self-efficacy, and the need to 

belong, to the person’s social identity, (McKenna ami Bargh2006). Inevitably in a 

situation when one can choose their group affiliation to compromise these affirmative 

characteristics, they will take advantage He further states that a motivation lor one to 

enact an alternative social network identity is that they can conceal their marginalised 

(powerless position in society or group) identity.

Concealment enables the absence o f  visibility to  a group, which eliminates group- 

members from comparing each other hut in order for a member to construct a virtual 

identity they must llrst feel the primary need to belong and second have the general 

motive to  obtain a positive self-image. (McKenna and Bargh. 2006). Additionally a 

person that conceals their identity in a virtual setting will feel a sense o f  belonging 

with their alternative identity simply by the inclusion o f  a group, positive feedback he 

or she receives, and the “feelings o f  membership." (Blanchard & Markus. 2<K>2). 

Creating an alternative identity is not just relegated to the virtual community.

As u parting shot, McKenna and Bargh. (2006) emphasise that if people use the social 

networking sites on the convention that all personalities arc real, they put u great 

amount o f  trust m the system. II that convention is broken there may be failure to a 

pan o f the social networks or possibly the network community itself. Although a 

collapse o f  the network community is a worst case scenario, the real trouble is to the 

individual. The self-deprecation is a personal issue o f  low self-esteem. Moreover, 

formation o f  multiple alternative identities is a psychological and psychosocial issue, 

consequently affecting the mental health o f  the public and decreased individual sclf- 

conBdcncc Importantly not all members o f  a social network community have multiple 

identities, but it is important to note that while using such media, trust in such a selling 

is compromised.

Some studies have shown that a decrease in social capital increases crime rates, 

decreased public health (psychologically and psychosocial ailments), and decreased 

economic efficiency (Adler &. Kwon. 2002). Individuals seize the opportunity to
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reverse their social fortunes (or lack thereof) in this virtual setting simply because they 

can. As a result o f  a person choosing an alternative identity, in response there arc 

indicating self-disapproval and self-marginalization.

2.5 Social Network Identity Change
Picking the cue from the above discussion, it is evident that SNSs identity change is 

becoming more and more u com m on phenomenon, fhis therefore begs the question: 

why would one opt to communicate using a changed identity? Is there any influence 

SNI has on communication? The first question -though briefly tackled in this paper- 

could he the focus o f yet another study. I'he latter question is the focus o f this study.

In an attempt to answer this question, this paper shall focus on the teens who arc not 

only becoming SN addicts but arc also joining online SN with an array o f  changed 

identities. The social network o f  choice is Facebook.

Perhaps one o f the major concerns that may crop up is what informed the choice o f 

Facebook as the social network o f study against the other numerous SNSs. As already 

mentioned under delimitation o f  this study in chapter one. it is true tlu t there are many 

social network sites iluit facilitate communication but Facebook is ideal because o f  its 

popularity with teenagers which offer critical insight into their participation patterns 

that do and will exist on other sites that cater lor this age-group. Studies carried out by 

I)c Rosa el al lor instance found that 61% o f college students using social network 

sites use Myspace and from another sample 94% use Facebook. (Boyd 2006).

Id  demonstrate this further, the following study may prove useful.
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2.5.1 Internet Usage Trends in Kenya

Synovate (currently Ipsos-Synovatc -Kenya) carried out a research published on 

February 2010 aimed at establishing Internet usage trends in Kenya. I he outcome, 

tire "Digital Drive" report which is probably the first o f  its kind in Kenya identified 

the following key trends:

(Please see the report here: 

http://www.rich.co.

By the year 2010, Face book had registered over 2 million users and that Fnnul was 

being discarded in favour ofSN Ss like Facebook and Twiner. It further found out that 

79% o f  internet users are members o f  Fm ehook and that the internet usage in the last 

two years grew by X0%. Further, the study found out that Kenyans internet users 

spend approximately 70 minutes online during each visit. I he research further found 

out that there were, by then, over I million internet users in Kenya, as well as 18 

million mobile subscribers. I his therefore confirms a shit) towards an era o f  digital 

communication and interaction like never witnessed before. (Source: Ipsos Synovate -  

Kenya

Please See this link http://radar.orcillv.conv tfrookdemo us 200904l5.jpg. and 

hUp;//mbogmiK)m;t.wprdprc»s.conV20IO/(>3/02/Kcn>a-ha*-2-millipn-tacchopks- 

>y nov ntc-c%c2%80%99mon-givc-mc-n-brcak/)

2.6 Types of SNS identities
Bearing in mind dial the latest information and communication technology has 

gradually transformed the virtual communities to active meeting places for sharing 

information and supporting human actions, feelings and needs. Berki and Jukala 

(2010), guided by the latest cyber trends, presented a way o f  classifying and view ing 

self-presentation regarding cyber identity management in virtual communities. Their 

study was based on the premise that cyber-surfers prefer to attribute themselves and
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accordingly present themselves to others. They therefore coined distinct types or 

classes o f  identities: ej>onyniity, nonimity, anonymity, pseudonymity andpolynyvilty.

The following is a brief summary o f  these classes according to Herki and Jakala

( 2010) .

2.6.1 Kponymity
Id  be identified and recognised by name (eponym) and other distinctive individual 

features is a state o f  eponymity. It is a slate o f having a set o f  known, distinctive 

characteristics such as name, title and ulTiliation used for identification and to some 

degree for authentication.

2.6.2 Nonimity:
I his refers to an identity that avoids detection A non appearance identity. A stealth 

mode o f  identity. A silent, non observable and no public identity. It is the stale o f 

being identified by neither any name nor any other distinctive features. In this ease, 

nobody knows whether a person exists when it is not apparent while participating The 

identity is even non-communicativc and non-interactivc with other participants. No 

one is aware o f  the online presence and sometimes not even the actions o f  a person 

with no identity. A nonymous person for instance may harbour malicious actions; 

theft o f  online identity or o f information.

2.6.3 Anonymity
I his is a state o f  not being known by name. It is the lack o f  distinctiveness. Ihc 

actions o f an anonymous person cannot he acknowledged. It can also he seen as u 

negative identity. Ihc online participants are aware o f  the presence o f  anonymous 

person even without their direct participation. This, however: is not the case with 

nonymous persons. In addition, anonymous persons arc not necessarily silent like the 

nonymous persons. One way o f  entering cybcr-places is by strategically choosing 

anonymity: a state at which the identity o f the communicator is not apparent.
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2.6.4 Pscudonymity
This is \ta tc  o f  being identified by a pseudonym: a name that is not the 

communicator's real name. Ibis is to say that being pseudonymous in virtual 

community means bearing a set o f  false distinctive characteristics.

2.6.5 Polynymity
This refers to having and presenting oneself with many different names, It can also be 

the state o f  presenting oneself with so many pseudonyms. It can also he a ease o f  real 

and artificial distinctive names and characteristics which arc presented in interaction 

with different persons or groups

2.7 Summary of the Literature Review
Since internet is a relatively new means o f  communication where identity formations 

have recently been paid attention to and hearing in mind that cyberspace has no 

physical borders, the effect o f  these types o f  identities in communication begs for 

answers and this is the subject o f this study.

from  the information gathered so far. it is becoming apparent that Social networking 

is being propelled by the urge to belong hence the careful choice o f  the identity. I bis 

fulfils one o f  the basic human drives according lo M aslow’s (1987) Theory o f  Human 

Seeds Significantly, it evokes the idea that who you know matters and with the more 

settling idea that making this visible is more important. This m a way lias redefined 

tl»e term community.

According to Klicingliokl (1993), ‘virtual communities ure social aggregations tliut 

emerge from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long 

enough, with sufficient human feeling, to form webs o f  personal relationships in 

cyberspace.* Starting from short message exchanges and advancing to more 

demanding forms o f  e-discussions and e-interaction, humans express their sy mpathy.
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empathy, concern and demonstrate their needs to communicate and ability to support 

other humans. (Prcccc, 2000).

Members o f  social network sites arc people with distinct social identities. The 

formation by some o f  alternative identities in many cases among other issues is due to 

their quest to increase their social capital, give them freedom o f  association, and hide 

their weaker self. A1 other times it could be meant to intrude or take a peek at one’s 

communication, association and interaction. These among others, form the hypothesis 

o f  this studv. As things stand, little if any study and particularly from Westlands 

District in Nairobi has been carried out to find out why most teens opt to change their 

social network identities. Ihis study sets out to either verify these hypotheses or 

establish what informs this social trend
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3.0 Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction
The research methodology discusses the various methods that were be used when 

carrying out the research, the description o f  the sample and the sampling procedure. It 

also discusses the description o f  the instruments, data collection and data analysis.

3.2 Research Design
Research design can be defined as schemes, outlines or plans that arc used to generate 

answers to research problems, (Orodho2(X>4)

The study used ex post facto design which according to Kcrlinger <197.1) is a 

systematic empirical inquiry in which the researcher docs not have a direct control o f  

the independent variables because the manifestation has already occurred or are not 

m anipulate, th is design is appropriate because the selection o f  social network 

identities and the consequent effect on communication had already occurred or was 

already occurring und the researcher could not manipulate any variable The 

researcher was to only try to determine the type o f  identities their relationship and 

consequent cllccts occurring between the variables. (Orodho, 2004).

3.3 Target population
The study was based on a cross section o f  teenagers aged 14-18 majorly from 

Nairobi's upmarket West lands District's private schools. This formed a good target 

population due to their economic levels that not only empower them to have easy 

access to social communication tools like phones, computers, internet and ipnds but 

also their constant contact with these tools give them ease o f  use und manipulation o f  

the same. Similarly, there socio-economic background is fairly at par which was likely 

to inform their character. The study restricted itself to ages 14-18; basically high 

school pupils, as this group was not only homogenous in character but also formed a 

major stage o f  social identification, quest tor association, recognition and social 

identity crises.
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3.4 Sample Size and Sampling Techniques
Since ihc population was large and the geographical location big, simple random 

sampling was ideal. Given that the socio-economic lifestyle o f  these teenagers is more 

or less identical a purposive sampling o f  the target schools was to help guide the 

study. Three schools o f  a similar socio-economic back ground were picked. Having 

picked three schools, and through the assistance o f the school's administration from 

the selected schools, at least 20 students were randomly picked from each form from 

tbrm one to form lour as the respondents. Questionnaires were administered to these 

students/ respondents. This, it was felt would give a feasible number o f  200 to 240 

respondents in total.

3.5 Research Instruments

3.5.1 Questionnaires and Interviews.
Ihc researcher used questionnaires to collect data from the students. The questionnaire 

consisted o f  Likert Scale statements which were cktscd and open ended questions, 

leading the researcher towards his goal. Likert scale was used because the research 

was attitude based and the academic levels o f  these Students it was thought would not 

empower them to give detailed analytical look at some o f the reasons or consequences 

o f their choice o f  identities. In addition to questionnaires, the same questions were 

used to interrogate a few students for a furtlwr clarification, justification and 

explanation o f  the responses so tar collected.

3.5.2 Focused Croup Discussions
This took about 40 minutes. It aimed at bringing the target population together. 

Through group power, the target population were relaxed and free to share. The two 

sessions o f  I'GDs helped identify and unlock some areas that had not been asked.
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3.6 Validity of the Instruments
Validity is the degree to which a test measures what it is supposed to measure. Borg 

and (iall, (1980). To check on validity, a pilot study was conducted with 30 

respondents. From tl*c three schools selected. 30 respondents were picked randomly. 

I hat means that 10 students were selected randomly from each school. I lie students 

were given questionnaires to answer, ami placed in a Focused group discussion and 

the content validity test done.

Also, the questionnaire was given to live supervisor to clear all ambiguities, omissions 

und errors. I hen corrections were then done.

3.7 Instrument Rdiuhility

Mugenda anil Mugendu (1999) deline reliability as a measure of the degree to which a 

research instrument yields consistent results or data alter repeated trials. To ensure 

reliability, the test-retest method was used. I his involved administering the same 

questionnaire after an interval o f one week to the Mime group and then a comparison 

ol' the two scores was done. 1 his was aimed at finding out if the results were 

consistent to determine the reliability o f  the instrument. Tw o schools were used for 

this purpose.

The Pearson's Product-Moment was used to check reliability. The correlation 

coefficient ranged between 0-1. A correlation coefficient o f  0.5 and above was 

considered high enough to deem the instrument reliable. For raw data, the formula for 

Pearson’s Product-Moment Coefficient r ' is as follows:
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Where

ZAT-CEJQCgn/JV 
( i A ) 2 /.v j:  v ) 2  - ( v > - ) 2 / ,v j j

r - Pearson’s Product-Moment Coefficient o f  correlation index

N -  the number o f subjects 

X scores o f  test one 

Y scores o f  test two

3.8 Data Collection Procedures
A letter was collected from the University o f  Nairobi to allow the researcher to 

conduct the research. The letters w as taken to the principals o f  the sampled schools lor 

permission. Once permission was granted, the researcher arranged with the respective 

school's administration to determine the date and time for the administration o f  the 

students' questionnaires, interviews and Focused group Discussions. In some schools, 

questionnaires were left behind.

3.9 Data Analyses Techniques
Inscriptive statistics was used. All the data from the field was summarised and 

interpreted. For the qualitative analysis where the interviews were involved, the 

analyses involved quick impressionable summary which included summarising key 

findings, explanations, interpretations and conclusions while in the field. I hen a 

narrative report was written including quotations from the respondents.

For quantitative analyses, the questionnaires were coded ami then the frequency tables 

drawn from a tallying system. From there, percentages, and frequency distribution 

tables were used to  show the different patterns o f  data categories. Diagrams like pic
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charts ami bar graphs ami frequency polygons and histograms were Inter generated. 

I hereafter, through the use ol'approprute software, conclusions were drawn from the 

collected data.
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CHAPTER 4

Presentation, Interpretation and Discussion of Data

4.1 Introduction

I his chapter presents an analysis and discussions on the findings o f  the data collected 

from the field. For case o f discussion, analysis and presentation, the data is presented 

in tables, pie charts and bar graphs.

4.2 Questionnaire Return Rate

I he Study focused on a sample population o f 240 teenagers from whom their 

responses was intended to inform the trends in communication among teenagers. I he 

table below (Table 4.1) shows the sample that participated and their return rate in 

percentages.

t able 4.1: Q uestionnaire re tu rn  rate

Respondents
Administered Returned Spoilt

%
Return Rate

School 1 80 77 5 96
School 2 80 74 0 92.5
School 3 80 64 5 80

Total 240 215 10 89.58
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An 89.58% return rate from the target population being above the 70% from all the 

respondents makes the study lie deemed reliable. I he first set o f  respondents where 

96%  return rate was realised was a population that the researcher had direct contact 

w ith hence live follow up was easy. However three respondents were unable to trace 

their questionnaires at the time o f  collection. In the other two target stations, the 

supervision was under different authority. Some o f  the respondents overstayed with 

the questionnaires hence at the time o f  retrieval; quite a number could not be traced. 

Despite these hitches, the total collected was still good enough to warrant the study to 

go on.

4.3 Demographic Characteristics of Respondents

The respondents were required to provide some demographic information. The 

information they were to give principally included their gender and age. Table 4.2 

presents a summary o f  the findings.
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lahlc 4. 2: (fender and Ages of all respondent*

Mow old are you?

ages |<i.

4.3.1 Distribution by (fender and Age

From the above table, a high percentage o f  participants were teenagers b e ^ Cc|^
-v,» ,

70% o f  the respondents in this age bracket were male w bile 56% were (em*|_
1 "ere was <)r>

one female respondent (1.2%) who was above 18 years while the males w ^ c .
' -̂*%) ill [|^

age bracket. O f the valid questionnaires. 59% o f  the respondents were tjv,i , *M
,e *hile 41%

them were female. It is worth noting at this point that it was curioux ,jwi
most o f

questionnaires that were not received back were majorly from female rcsponj
Cl1,s- Some

l%
long to  return their questionnaires and an oral Focus Group Discussion (FG|)v

'  c''iablLshcd ju
some o f them did not want to "betray” their operations online. On furth*. ’*

^  Polling of ̂
meaning of betrayal yet the questionnaire never expected them to write e*hCr 

anything so intruding, the answer given simply said that female gender, un|^ c ^
names

counterpart is normally a bit secretive so some still felt that putting their p c ^  .
™u mformatif^



on paper may touch on their guilt conscience. Ironically, through FGD. it emerged that the 

female gender is apparently more active on social networks than the male gender. I he reason 

for this was however not within the province o f  this study and could Idrm a basis o f  yet 

another study. But the findings here seem to touch on Bonds and Raacke's (2010) research 

entitled Individual Differences Research, which indicated that women and girls tend to post 

more: (a) personal information. tb> sexual pictures, and (c) links to sexual communities than 

men and hoys.

4.4 Level o f Study o f  respondents

As earlier mentioned under Methodology in Chapter 3. this target population (o f teenagers aged 
14*18) was predominantly to he found in high school.

Table 4 J :  I .eveI o f Study
In w hich class a re  you?

F re q u e n c y P e rc e n t V n lid  P e rc e n t l  u m u la l i c e  P t T i m l

V a lid  ( i n n  1 IK 2 3  4 2 5 .3 2 5 ,3

f m n  2 •IV 2 3  V 2 5 .8 5 1 .1

f u n n  3 t v IV O 2 0 .5 7 1 6

l a i n  4 5 1 2 0 .3 2 8 .4 1 0 0 1 )

T o ta l IVO V 2.7 1 0 0 .0

M is s in g  S \M c m 15 7 . J

f o u l 2 0 ? 1 0 0 .0

I he high school students form the hulk o f  teenagers who arc perceived to he very vibrant in 

Social networking and this study did actually prove that many ol them have social networking 

accounts, from  I able 4.3 above one is able to see representation per class.
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A previous study by Raackc ami Bonds-Raacke. (2008) confirms this initial presupposition in 

their research where they posited that networking sites are becoming popular at the high 

school level and students are entering into to college already using llicse sites.

4.5 Rating of Respondents ith Social N etw orking Accounts

Amongst the first questions that a respondent was expected to answer was to verify whether 

s/he has a social networking account. O f the 205 valid responses. 200 (97.5%) of the 

respondents admitted being owners o f  social networking accounts. Only five (2.5%) sanl that 

they never had any social networking account. Interestingly, o f the five that claimed not to 

own social networking accounts, some still went ahead to fill in details o f  their purported 

operations on social networking. I hrough the FGD, it was established that the question was 

not the problem and most o f  them understood it. I liese operations without social networking 

accounts were attributed to those who use friends or relatives accounts probably because o f 

curiosity, parental guidance that they should not have a social networking account or lack o f 

constant access to the gadgets like the personal computer o r even preferably the cellular

phone. Table 4.4 illustrates this access to SNAs.

Table 4.4: R ating of responses o f those students who had social netw orking account(s)

l>o vou have social netw orking account?

F rcqu t.no PcfvX’ttf V alid C erar*

< 'iim u lx iv c  

I'ereem

V alid ye* 200 07.6 n .  6 V7 ft

no 5 2.4 2.4 100.0

l o u l 205 100.0 11)0.0
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4.6 N um ber o f Social N etw orking Accounts

Since the study focused on ihc influence o f  identity on communication, it was imperative to 

establish the number o f  social networking accounts that the respondents have and their 

preferred type o f identities in these social networking accounts. I his. the researcher expected 

would ultimately lead to their (identity type) probable influence on communication. From 

table 4.5 below, it was evident that most teenagers arc owners o f  multiple accounts. Only 

28.9% said they had one social networking account 27.9% owned two, 11.4% owned five 

accounts and there was one respondent who said he had se \cn  (7) social networking accounts, 

fable 4.5 below gives a summary o f  the findings.

Table 4.5: Hating o f  the num ber o f  social netw orking accounts of respondents

How many social netw orking accounts do you have?

I ' t n iu c n c v I'c ru c n t V a l i d  I V r i c n l

< u m u ljt iv c  

b r n f l

V a l i d  1 58 2 * 3 2 * 9 2 S .9

2 56 2 7 .3 2 7 ,9 5 6  7

3 3 9 1 9 .0 1 9 4 7 6  1

4 17 1 .3 *  3 * 4 .6

5 23 11. 2 1 1 4 9 6 .0

6 7 3 .4 3 .5 9 9 5

7 1 .3 .5 1 0 0 0

T o t a l 201 W O 1 0 0 .0

M is s in g  S y s te m 4 2 .0

T o ta l 2 0 5 1 0 0  0

An attempt through the questionnaires and an FGD to try and find out why one would have so 

many social networking accounts yielded various reasons. Amongst them included the 

admission that various types o f  communications, friends and contacts required various
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accounts. O thers said that they had secret accounts just known to  a small clique o f  contacts 

while o thers felt it wise to open o ther accounts when they fell that the one normally in use had 

either been hacked into or someone (like a parent or guardian (has an access to it or demanded 

access to it. There was yet another group that opened \a rio u s  accounts for fun or had no 

sound explanation us to  why they had m ultiple accounts.

4.7 Facebonk as tlu- Social N etw orks o f  Choice.

The hypothesis o f  the researcher was that most teenagers have Facehtutk as the most preferred 

social netw orking o f  choice. Though the study appreciated the fact that there are numerous 

social netw orking sites, it limited its study to Focebook. The pie chart below (Chart 4.1) 

summ aries the findings o f  the m ost preferred social networking account.

F igure  4.1 K ating  o f resp o n d en ts  who had Kacebook n e tw ork ing  site

In which site(s) do you have these Social Networking 
accounts?

■ Yes

■ No 

Missing

The study found out that m ost o f  the m ultiple accounts held by some o f these respondents 

were actually in one social networking account and Faccbook was the preferred social
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networking account. O f  all the valid responses. 95% said that Finrbook was their most 

preferred choice o f  networking. Reasons for this ranged from being user friendly, the number 

o f  characters tltat can he used arc many, "My friends are mostly in it.” allows sharing o f 

pictures and videos and even file attachments through links, and "It is fun.”

O f all the respondents, only 5% had social networking accounts in other networks though 

some o f  the respondents had these accounts in addition to Facehook accounts.

4.X Choice o f Identity

In order to establish the types o f  identities used in these social networking accounts, the 

researcher tried to find out the information that the respondents included in their profile; that 

is their identity.
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Figure 4.7: Rating of information included in profile

■ Real name

■ F ake name

■ Alias

■ Many different 
names

■ No name

■ Real photo

■ Fake photo

Since the term inologies coined by Berki and Jakttlu (2010). arc relatively new. simpler 

alternatives were used. Real nam e and/or Real Photo helped identify eponym ous identities, 

fake names for anonym ous, no name for nonym ous identities, many different names for 

polynym ous identities and aliases for pseudonymous identities. From the bar graphs above, 

mans teenage respondents said that they used their real names 75.6%  (155 205) and real 

photographs 72.7%  (140/205). This could he attributed majorly to tw o factors:

i. Due to proper guidance from an authority figure, they are keen on their choices o f  

online contacts hence no serious need to hide identities.

ii. Use o f  real identies could also be due to the fact that they were voting and naive and 

are simply responding to the the urge for identification and belonging; hence had not 

thought o f  any risk that could lurk.

Respondents
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<)t the valid respondcnccs. 38%  respondents said they used aliases while 17%  said 

they used fake photographs. 8 %  respondents admitted having many different names 

(polynymity) while 6 %  o f the respondents said they were anonymous online users.

4.9 Kun Page Membership

Fun pages are online sites that bring together people with shared interest like sports, politics, 

matters religious, jokes, fashion and many more. Since these fun pages bring together people 

w ith different virtues, the identities used in them appear to be a m atter o f  concern I he study 

set out to  find out the types o f  identities used in these fun page social netw orking sites and the 

consequential influence on com m unication. Figure 4.8 helow presents the findings.

I igure4.8:K ating of information included on Faccbook Fun page

Respondents

■ Real name

■ fake name

■ Alias

■ Many different names

■ No name

■ Real photo 

Fake photo
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From the respondents. 51% (104) said they used their real names. It is worth noting that for 

fun page, use o f  real identities (eponymityj somehow shrunk from 75.6% to 51% and from 

149 (73%) to only 75 (36.5%) respondents willing to be identified with their real photographs: 

that is almost a drop by a half. 29%  o f  the respondents used pseudonyms w hile another 17% 

o f  the respondents preferred to use fake (anonymous) photographs if not none.

A probe into this behaviour established that tun page was considered by the teenagers to be 

just for what it is: fun; a plaee where they could express themselves o r hear other people's 

views freely without fear. Some were however hesitant to jo in  and when they joined they 

opted to hide their identity, their name or even o f  great concern was their photographs. I here 

was a nonvmous lot (10% respondents) majority o f  whom navigated the fun page but through 

other people’s accounts o r other crafty means. Some said that they were very selective on the 

lun pages that they joined (for example fashion, jokes and sports) some o f which they felt 

posed no great risk even if they used their real names. They were however very keen on 

where their real photogruphs were used. Another category joined the fun page to be active 

consumers o f  'fun ' without contributing much to avoid being detected by a member who 

might know them. From this, it was becoming clear that they would have preferred nonymity 

hence the ones who had only provided their identity details as a ticket for joining the lun page 

after which almost no one would perceive their presence.

I here w as another category that provided their real mime and real photographs Most o f  these 

eponymous respondents and even some that slightly modified their real names and 

photographs said that they were keen to belong: a confirmation o f  an earlier research by
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McKenna and Hargh. 2006: who posed that concealment o f online identity enables the 

absence o f  visibility to a group, which eliminates group-members from comparing each other 

but in order for a member to construct a virtual identity they must first feel the primary need 

lt> belong and second have the general motive to obtain u positive self-image. Additionally a 

person that conceals their identity in a virtual setting will feel a sense o f  belonging with their 

alternative identity simply by the inclusion o f  a group, positive feedback he or she receives, 

and the “ feelings o f  membership." (lilanchard and Markus. 2002).

Through virtual communication and interaction, the respondents said that changing or 

modifying their identities made them feel 'cool or gist} "• slang words for great. With these 

alternative or modified identities, they have been able to express themselves freely; a 

phenomenon that in a w ay has helped some o f  them to discover their talents and be creative. 

Amongst the talents cited included art c.g. counselling, humourists, rappers and musicians. In 

turn, these fun pages have made some o f them to become celebrities amongst their peers and 

gain new contacts.

4.10 Types o f O nline Friends and Types o f Identity

The fifth item o f the questionnaire w anted to find out if it is true tlut different online friends 

needed different online identities. I he findings are captured in figure 4.9 below.
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Do different online friends and contacts require different 
types of identity ?

■ Yes

■ No

■ Sometimes

■ Most times

F i g u r e  4 . 9 :  R u l i n g  o n  d i f f e r e n t  s o c i a l  n e t w o r k i n g  i d e n t i t )  c h o i c e s

Interestingly, this question divided the respondents right in the middle w ith one h a lf  giving 

negative responses. The other hull'gave a variety o f  shades o f  the affirm ative responses. 41%  

o f  them fell that yes. som etim es different online friends and contacts require different online 

identities while 16% were straight forward and said they actually do. A one percent 

intensified it by saying that they do require different online identities m ost o f  the times. This 

portrays a certain elem ent o f  uncertainty o f  a group that is probably yet to  experience any 

online risk.

4 .1 1 Influence o f O nline Iden tity  on O nline  C om m unication

Having established that the group under study is actually active in social networking and the 

types o f  identities that they have, it was the purpose o f  this paper to explore the influence o f  

social networking identities on com m unication. Apart from what has already been discussed, 

fab le  4. It) gives more insight into this.
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Table 4.10: Influence o f online identity on online com m unication 

Key: H: H ardly. S: Sometimes. Oft: O ften V.O: Very Often

Ihrn  often would you respond to 
friends' requests, posts and 
com m ents if

They used their real names and 
photographs?

Oft V.O

4% 16% 34% 46%
They used their aliasev nick names?

14% 43% 34% 9%
They used fake names and'or take’ non 
human being photo(s)? 53% 2X% 13% 6%
I'hcy hid their identity?

71% 16% 9% 4%
They kept on changing their identities 
jnd or profiles? 63% 23% 10% 4%
1 low often do people w ilh fake 
identities make posts? 6% 14% 24% 56%
1 low often do people with true identities 
make posts? 5% 22% 44% 29%
How often do you make posts on fun 
page sites? 43% 40% 11% 6%

I rom the above tabic that captures the crux o f  this study, choice o f identity and especially 

online identity appear to have a major bearing on online communication. 1 ponymous people 

(those who use real online identities) tend to excite some confidence in their online 

communication. 46%  o f  the respondents admitted to be very willing to respond to friends' 

requests, comments and posts if they used their real identities. 34% would often respond 

while only 4% would hardly respond

I here is; however, a slow shift to the left when the identity is varied. When people use 

pseudonyms, (aliases and/nick names) the interaction is slowed a hit The 46% that would
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very often communicate when people used ihcir real identities now shrinks to only 9%  as 

most o f  them (4.?%) now opt to communicate sometimes and 14% would often communicate. 

The number that would hardly communicate now grows to 14% from 4%. Probably, the 

communication here, though not as active as when real identities arc used, is still fuirly active 

because some pseudonyms (aliases and nicknames) arc common know ledge to friends and arc 

at times equal substitutes o f real names.

Anonymous people apparently would have a bigger chunk o f  people who would hardly 

communicate with them while those who arc unknown or undetected (nom m ous) would 

suffer even more as lesser and lesser people are willing to interact with them. People who 

keep changing their online identities would suffer the same problem as few (4%) people w ill 

be willing to  communicate w ith them.

Interestingly, it is these people who have altered their identities that arc highly active online 

communicators with 56% being often communicators. This seems to suggest that people who 

would generally appear silent would emerge from their cocoons when masked and talk more 

when in the comfort o f alternative identities.

From the above findings, it is almost clear that inasmuch as online communication seem to be 

taking a centre role pushing the traditional face to face communication to  the periphery, 

sccptism is still abound with confidence building in terms o f  identity used still playing a 

pivotal role in enhancing online communication. People generally appear to be willing to 

communicate with the others that they can ‘trust.’ an element tlu t real identity helps in
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realising. Real identity seems to exude confidence, trust and most likely reliability. 

Alternative identity excites doubt, lack o f  trust and probably ill or skewed motive.

A 2000 study, published in the Journal o f Bromicastins am! Electronic Medio, by 

Papacharissi and Rubin explored computer mediated communication through the Uses and 

Gratifications lens. They posed several research questions and explored the relationships 

between them. The questions focused on relationships between motives for use. effect of 

antecedents and media perceptions on motives, jnd  outcomes o f  use based on motives. A 

summary statement o f  the findings in the discussion section o f  the document explained the 

findings this way:

It appears those who were more mobile, economically 

secure, satisfied with life, comfortable with approaching 

others m an inter[yersonal context, and who fe ll valued in 

their Interpersonal encounters preferred the more 

instrumental Internet uses, stu b as information seeking.

Those who were less satisfied ami who felt less valued in 

their face-to-face communication used the Internet as a 

functional alternative to interpersonal communication, or 

to fill time.

(Papacharissi & Rubin, 2001). p.192)

From the above citation, it can be argued that those who arc economically secure Irencc 

satisfied with and valued in life prefer the more instrumental Internet uses, such as 

information seeking hence might not see the need o f  changing their identity. On the other
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hand, those who feel less satisfied in life and less valued in their faec-to-faec communication 

are likely to use alternative online identity to prop up their image or massage their ego 

amongst other things since to them the main significance of the Internet is one of a functional 

alternative to interpersonal communication, or merely to till time.

4.12 E xp ression  o f C onfidence  in  O n line  C o m m u n ica tio n

Item No. 9 of the questionnaire was geared towards establishing the confidence levels of the 

people who engage in online communication vis a vis online communication factoring in the 

various types of identities. Figure 4.11 below captures the findings.

Figure 4.11: Confidence Levels in Online Communication

How reliable in terms of truth is the information 
shared in the social networking sites?

Very true Hardly
17 24
8% ___ _ 12%

■ Hardly

»  Sometimes

■ Often

■ Very true

I rom the findings, only 17% felt that online communication is normally very true. 12% feel 

online communication is hardly ever true. Majority seem to feel that online communication is
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sometimes true and sometimes not true. This feeling was expressed by slightly over a half 

(53% ) o f  the respondents.

I his seems to paint a picture that online communication still has to grapple with winning the 

confidence o f  neti/ens us most online users feel that this type o f  communication is a necessary 

evil. Carter M. S. (2<)08) equally paints a glimmer picture about having lull confidence in 

social networking information when she say that Facebook is completely interactive in every 

scasc o f  the word, offering as much or as little information shown as a user desires and 

allow ing users to completely explore any niva o f  another person's life that is show n.

4.13 Discussion of the Findings

A key concern o f online communication and indeed any communication is truthfulness, 

accuracy and credibility. A key component that leads to verification o f  these details is 

identity. With the online communication gaining grounds in all spheres o f  life from personal 

to serious business, online identity’s influence on online communication should not escape 

unnoticed This therefore was the intention o f  this study: to investigate the influence o f SN I 

change on online communication I he main propellant o f  the study w as Jakula and Berki’s 

(2010) study that led them to coin five terms with reference to the types o f  online identity. 

The live terms for various online identities they coined were nonymity. anonymity, 

eponytnhy, pseudonymity, mid polynymiiv. The objectives o f  this study included to explore 

the types o f  online SN identities adopted by the teenagers, to investigate yvhy teenagers pick
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certain SN identities and to establish the influence o f  online SNS identity on the type o f 

online communication.

I he study did verify from its sample population that indeed these five types o f  online 

identities actually are in use in online communication Though majority slatted o ff in their 

first online account with real names with very few using no name.

An attempt to find out why they opted to use alternative social networking identities found out 

several rcusons. Some did it because it was “the in thing** i.c stylish, for fun. “gives me 

freedom to say what I want without my parents scoulding me*" some never wanted to be 

known, to avoid online stalkers, while others wanted to be identified by their role models 

This arguments seems to concur with Schwab (2012) study entitled Pew In ternet: Teens and 

Social Networks where he sa \s  teens arc increasingly turning to SNSs to follow artists and 

pop culture icons, take pan in (or create) mcmcs and trends, and express their innermost 

thoughts. More and more, teens are also using SNSs as a way to cscupc their parents* prying 

eyes, it seems many teens arc keeping their accounts private, away from their parents and 

sometimes also from those who might bully them online. Another possibility could be the 

one fronted by Jake Harwood (2004) who said that when individuals set down who lliey are in 

writing for a public context, they might take particular care to present themselves in ways that 

arc acceptable to the self across multiple audiences and over time.
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Further investigation into this quest for alternative identity behaviour confirms Hllison. 

Stcinfield, and lam pc. (2007) study that indicated that friend networking sites may provide 

greater benefits for users with low self-esteem and low life satisfaction.

From the study, it was realized that the choice o f online identity lias a bearing on online 

communication. For example, those who used their real identities received 46% o f  the 

respondents who would very often interact with them. 34% would often interact with this 

same group while only 4%  would hardly communicate with them.

A slight variation on the online identity and the effect is noticeable. For instance, those who 

opted to use aliases iind nicknames received only 9%  who would very often communicate 

with them as 34% would often communicate with them I hose who would sometimes 

communicate with them were the majority at 43%  communicate w ith them while 14% would 

hardly communicate with them.

Anonymous people receive mixed reactions. 53% o f  the respondents said they would lurdly 

communicate with this lot while 28% would sometimes communicate with them. Only 13% 

would often communicate with them and 6% would very often open up.

Constantly changing your online identity (polynymity) receives even dire consequences as 

63%  would hardly’ communicate with those people. 23% would sometimes communicate with 

such a person and only 10% would often respond. A negligible 4% would very often

communicate w ith them.



Hiding your identity o r having a stealth identity (nonymitv) would almost mute 

communication with 71% hardly willing to communicate to such a person. 16% would 

sometimes communicate. 9%  would often communicate and only 4%  would \cry  often 

communicate.

Interestingly, the study established that it is these people with changed identities that are very 

active online communicators with 56% anonymous people very often making online post and 

comments. Only 29%  o f  people with real identities make online posts. Another curious 

observation was that most o f these SNS users know less than 50% o f  their culled online 

friends. 48% said they knew 25-50% o f  their online friends, 33% knew below 25% o f  their 

online friends while 11% knew between 50-75% o f these friends 8% o f  the respondents 

claimed that they knew over 75% o f  their online friends.

rhe respondents admitted to being aware o f  some online risk. Amongst the ones that they 

posted included online stalking, online imposters who download pictures ofothers. create new 

profiles then invite your online friends as if they were you only for the culprits s  to participate 

in misguided communication, be robbed, kidnapped, raped or even killed. Amongst the 

measures they suggested wus to be keen on whom you accept as friend, never accept to meet a 

stranger alone and call to confirm online invite or communication. Changing your online 

password or closing your online site all together were other suggested measures
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CHAPTER FIVE

SI MM ARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 In tro d u c tio n

The aim o f  this chapter is to give a summary o f  the findings o f  this study. It explores 

this through by giving key findings, conclusion, recommendations and suggestions for 

further study. The summary will include the aim o f  the study which was to find out the 

influence o f  social networks identity change on online communication, the objectives 

o f the study, the target population, sampling techniques, data collection procedures 

and data analysis techniques. The conclusion integrates the whole study where ns 

recommendations touches on areas where the study could he useful.

5.2 Summary

The purpose o f  this study was to find out the influence o f  social networks identity 

change on communication. I'he study was to focus on teenagers especially the ones 

who study in West lands District o f  Nairobi. The motivation o f  the study was 

precipitated by current trend especially among teenagers o f  using alternative online 

identities ut their interaction. I lie objectives o f  the study included: to explore the types 

o f online SN identities adopted by the teenagers, to investigate why teenagers pick 

certain SN identities, to establish the influence o f  online SNS identity on the type o f 

online communication.

I lie relevant data was gathered through the use o f  questionnaires, interviews and 

focused Group Discussion. Questionnaires were administered 24U respondents, while
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two focused groups’ discussions each comprising ten students were carried out. A 

total o f  ten respondents were interviewed. I he main aim o f  interviews and FGDs was 

majorly to verify the content o f  the questionnaires and to offer a rather relaxed 

environment where the respondent!, could divulge more information.

From the study which majorly focused on Facvbook. it was realised that respondents 

had numerous social networking accounts some o f  which were in other social 

networking sites but Face book was their network o f choice. I here were many 

respondents who admitted to having numerous social networking accounts in 

Faccbook Due to these multiple accounts, they hud to use modified identities. Some 

said that various types o f  contacts, friends anil communication demanded a different 

type o f  identity while others had alternative identities meant to hide from an authority 

figure like a parent or a guardian. I here was another group that changed their 

identities for fun and others for self esteem and personal branding.

Another feature that came out was that in most eases people start o ff  w ith their real 

identities but with time the desire to manage these identities creep in as others slow 

down the level o f  operations in them while opting to open other networking accounts 

with other changed identities.

The net effect on this activity o f  changing online identities was found to be high level 

o f non substantial communication (mostly non-formal and less serious) from people 

who have changed their identities while receiving a slowed response from eponymous
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people. The active interaction was either between two people who know one another 

or between those who do not know one another. Hie difference only being that former 

was taken seriously while the latter was treated w ith sceptism.

Communication with pseudonymous people generated mixed reactions probably 

because the pseudonyms at times act as perfect reliable substitutes o f  real identities. 

The people who keep on changing their online identities were equally doubted in their 

motives and lew people were w illing to engage them.

Interestingly, the study established that people who have doctored their online 

identities were the most active online communicators. Unfortunately, they are treated 

coldly by most people. This study is therefore well summed up by Pelzer Chris J. of 

Iowa Slate University in his study entitled Social \etwt>rking Sites ami the Consequences 

of Multiple Identities among Members o f Virtual Communities if people use the social 

network sites on the convention that all personalities are real, they put a great amount of 

trust in the system. If that convention is broken there may be failure to a pan of the social 

network or possibly die network community itself.

5.3 CONCLUSION

As previously alluded to. SNSs constitute a rapidly growing phenomenon, with sites 

such as MySpace and Face book attracting 250.000-300.000 new members on a daily 

basis (Fraser and Dutta, 2008). As late as August 2. 2012. Facebook Company, 

through u posting in their website said dial it believes there arc more than 83 million 

illegitimate accounts on their social network.
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In their company filing posted in the fiscal year’s third quarter, they said that 8.7% o f 

its 055 million active accounts broke its rules. The company went further to say that 

“Duplicate profiles” -  belonging to already registered users -  made up 4.8% o f  its 

membership figure. User misclassificd accounts (that is accounts created if users have 

already created personal profiles tor business, organization, or non-human entity such 

as pets) amounted to 2.4% while 1.5% were described us "undesirable.” "Undesirable 

accounts included those accounts using fake names which were intended to be used for 

purposes that violate the company's terms o f  serv ice such as spamming

In separate but related report, it was reported that the BBC’s technology correspondent 

Kory Ccllnn-Jones set up a fake company called VirtualBagel to investigate 

allegations o f  fake "likes” in Faccbook. Mis investigation found that the large majority 

o f  "likes" for the fake firm originated from the Middle Fast and Asia Many users, he 

found appeared to he holders o f  false identity such as "Ahmed Ronaldo” -  apparently 

a Cairo- based user who is em pkned by Spanish football club Real Madrid. In yet 

another case, a digital distribution firm I united Kress also alleged dial based on its 

own analytics software, 80% o f  clicks on its advertisements within Faccbook had 

come from lake -  changed identity- users,

from  the above revelations and the study findings, it can be deduced that use o f  

alternative identity is a fairly rampant phenomenon that people need to he concerned 

about especially the young and the vulnerable. There arc numerous threats amongst
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which is summarised by the voice o f  a 13 year old quoted by Dunne A. l.aw lor A. M 

and Row ly J (2010) in their study Young people's me o f  online social networking sites

Sometimes you luiw to Ik* careful especially i f  someone you Jon i  know asks you to 

he their friend on ... (social networks) and you don't know them, you really can't he 

sure i f  they are the person in their profile pictures. I mean, you hear stories about 

young people getting tricked by older people who lie about their age ami who they 

are online ' (Olivia. 13 years).

According to Dunne el al (2010) the gratifications the teenagers arc seeking arc often 

as simple as communication, entertainment or friending. However, the gratifications 

that are actually being met or obtained from the use o f  such sites are deeper and more 

complex. However, it appears that for most teenagers, the advantages o f using an 

alternative identity far much outweigh the use o f  real identity. Dunne ct al (2010) finds 

out in their study that, many o f  the gratification sought by the teenagers through 

identity creation and identity management were clearly connected to the gratification 

obtained, that is the rewards that accrued from such actions like peer acceptance. I his 

peculiar bcluviour can prolubly be best understood from another study that argued 

that the tween segment exists in an unstable and fickle culture where they ure 

constantly experimenting with their social identity (Samson and Conlon. 2006; Cook 

and Kaiser. 2004)
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5.4 RECOMMENDATION

From the study, it was evident that social networking is powerfully taking root and it 

would be futile trying to block or curb its use and especially doing so amongst the 

teenagers. Probably, a less strenuous activity would be to come up with ways o f  using 

it positively As the picture is currently. SNSs have been criticized in some quarters to 

the level o f  stigmatization

a. The authorities in charge o f  teenagers may consider guiding the teens on 

proper use o f  these sites rather than criticize them, 

h. People should be very cautious when dealing with strangers online, 

c. As had been hinted by Ruggiero (2000). social networking is an interactive 

computer mediated mass communication which is a treasure trove of 

possibilities for Uses and Gratifications scholars. This can be exploited by 

coming up with software that would engage learners more excitingly w henever 

this audience chooses to use SNSs cither consciously or subconsciously based 

on a need.

5.4.1 Recommendation for Future Research

To sum up. this study might have its limitations. I lie most likely is that due to the 

already mentioned unstable and rather euphoric nature o f  teens, these findings may 

probably vary a bit hence more studies are needed in this area before coming up with a 

blanket generalization on the online identity change. Similarly, other age groups may 

have other reasons explaining their possible reasons for online identity change. This 

study also included only a small number o f  participants which were used to explore
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potential trends for the larger population. I his was intentional us to allow the 

researcher to seek in depth interviews rather than breadth in numbers. However, a 

study could still be conducted that accounts for larger and may be a more diverse 

population and the results compared. Other than Facebook. a cross section o f  other 

SNSs could equally be studied just to verify if  the results o f  this studs could be 

replicated in those other studies
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: LET TER  O F  INTRODUC TION 

Dear respondent.

I am a student at the University o f  Nairobi earn ing  out a research on The influence o f 

Social Networking Identity Change on online Communication I kindly request >011 

to assist me by completing the questionnaire provided. I promise that your identity 

will be treated as confidential and that the data will be used for the purpose o f  this 

research only.

Your cooperation w ill be highly appreciated.

Thank you.

Yours faithfully,

Fred Odhiamho
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Appendix B Students' Questionnaire
Dear respondent,
/  am a student at the I Mversity iff Nairobi carrying out a research on The influence o f Social 
Networking Identity Change on online Communication I kindly request you to assist me by 
completing the questionnaire provided. I promise that your identity will be treated with utmost 
confidence and that the data will he used for the purpose of this research only.

Instructions
/ Do not write your name.
2. Please respond to each question correctly and honestly Place a tick l \  f where 

appropriate in the spaces provided. Remember, where applicable it is ok to rick more 
than one response as long as they apply.

P a rt I Personal details

1. What is your gender Male f ] Female l J

2. How old arc you? Below 13 yrsl | 13-15yrs| | I6-I8yrsf 1

above 18 yrs [  j

3. In which class are you? Form l |  | 2[ | 3 | ) *![ J

Pari II

1. Do you have ■ social networking account? [ 1 YF.S f |  NO

2. How many social networking accounts do you have?

| | t  | | 2  f | 3 | ] 4 | J 5 1 |  Others, specify ..................

J . a) IK) you have more Ilian one social networking account in the same site?

I | Yes I IN o

c) If yes. why?
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b) In which sitefs) do you have these Social Networking accounts?

[ 1 Faccbook f 1 Twitter f 1 MySpacc | |<iooglc> f ] 2go 

( ) Otherfs) Specify .......................................................................

c) a) Which information among the following do you mostly include in your 

profile?

|  |  Real Name |  | Fake name | ) AliaVnick name

| ) Many different names in different accounts | | No name

| | Your real Photograph f 1 Fake Photo

d) I f  you don’t use your real name and/or photo, what would he your reasons?

| 11 don't want to be known [ J It's fun/siy lish | | Others, specify...........

e) In your opinion, what guided your choice o f  your type(s) ol online 

identity?

f | Fun [ ) Nothing l J Avoid stalkers

| | Gives me freedom to say what I want [ ] Others, specify ................

I) Approximately, what percentage o f  your /•'<«shook friends are personally 

known to you?

| |  Below 25% l J 25-50% [ ] 50-75% l J Above 75%

4. a) I lave you 'liked' any Faccbook fun page hence a member?

|  ) Yes |  ] No

b) II yes. which information among the following do you include ui your 

profile in that fun page site? | ] Real Name | |  l uke mime

( ) Alias, nick name

| | Many different names in different accounts |  J No name
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|  1 Your real Photograph f ) Fake Photo

5. Do different online friends and contacts require different types o f  idem ity?

[ ] Yes f 1 No | |  Sometimes f | Most times

6. What arc your main reasons why you use Social networking sites? (diving the 
mam reaxon ax I. rank them using 1-5 in the order o f preference) e g  For fun' 
Pleasure .helps release stress

• •••Mat Ml#•*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••»»•••••••«•••••••••••••••••

Respond to these questions by placing a tick ( \  ) where appropriate in the spaces 
provided.

k e v : II: llun llv  S: Sometimes O ft: O ften V.O: Vers Often* * *

7. How often would you respond to friends' requests, posts, and comments if

Statem ent II S Oft V.O

a. They used their real names and photographs?

b i hey used their aliascvpick names?

c.
1 hey used lake names and/or lake/ non human being photo(s)?

d
1 hey hid their identity?

c.
1 hey kept on changing their identities and/or profiles?

f.
How often do people with lake identities make posts?

How often do people w ith true identities make posts?

h.
How often do you make posts on fun page sites?

1.
How true are the identities o f  members o f a Fine book fun
P:“SC?_________
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*. a) If your social networking account(s) was to he accessed without vour 

permission, w hat would you do to it? I 1 Nothing [ J Close it 

|  ) Change my user identity | | Change my pass word

|  |  Other, specify ....

b) Why would you take the action you have said in question 8a abo\c?

9. How reliable in terms o f  truth is the information shared in these social 
networking sites?

|  | Hardly [ | Sometimes [ |  Often [ | Very true

10. I ist some o f  the risks likely to be encountered with online contacts.

11. How can these risks be avoided?

(J k a n A  y o u  fo * y o u t  a l i i i ta n c a
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Appendix ( ' 

Research W ork  Plan
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